A tremendous turnout on Saturday, 44 eager
beavers flocked to the Laem Sor beach to make
sure Go round Again had remembered to lay
some paper and the odd Check or two.
Before giving his directions, he asked us to pay
tribute to No Name Bob, a longtime member
of our kennel who sadly passed away last week
and we observed a minutes silence for him and
the Hash was dedicated to his memory.
There were several returners including
Underdevelopment and B Liar plus
HHH
Trailer Trash and the two Berlin politzei Kojack
and Easy Slider and once the whistle
blew, we all headed off along the
beach and came to the promised
HHH sign taking us to the trail proper,
good paper and also noticeable
was plenty of ON ON calling for a change.

• Checks a plenty had
several getting dizzy before
continuing on the right
path and when the split
came the Rambos headed
further inland and the
Wankers getting off light
with a speedy return to
camp.

As the clock ticked toward 70
minutes the last group of
trotters finally staggered into
view to a well deserved
round of applause.

• When Tangerine Man
called the Hare in along
with B Liar as honorary
Hash Shit it was a clear
cut decision of Great
Hash so onto other
matters with the
welcome back to our
returnees and we moved
quickly along to the
Snitches and Big Yin had
Down Early, B Liar and a
Corky lookalike in the
shape of Banana Bender
on the block all for
outrageous shortcutting
while No Balls showed his
observational skills by
pointing out DFL as a gas
bagger, Pickled Lily for
cadging a lift and In a
Pickle as idle on parade.

When it came to the Hash Crash the
Bunnet went once again to Crive who
shed his blood on some UNMARKED barb
wire and so GRA was invited to have a
seat on the cubes.
Where the Fuwawe fessed up to another
year on the clock while a trio of shiny new
boots were christened with
Underdevelopment along with Kojack and
Easy Slider all slurping from their shoes.

Next on Iceland was No Balls who on
account of a Biblical hangover completely
forgot to collect Barrow Boy en route to
the site.

• SOS came in next
and was presented
with a token of the
Hashes thanks for
her and No Name
Bob’s loyalty and she
is heading back to
her hometown, all
the best.

No F’ing Clue lived up to his name as Hareline and
there was some confusion over next weeks Hare
with Urine Trouble and Tangerine Man both trying
to don the official wig!

22nd Jan 2022
Run 957
Tangerine Man
29th Jan 2022
Run 958
Urine Trouble

An embarrassment of Hares!
5th Feb 2022
That doesn’t happen often but with usual
Run 959
efficiency it was sorted…
No Balls
and then changed so T.M. invites one and all to
join him at Namuang next week.
No more bollocks so Circle closed for guzzling.
ON ON.
TRASHER

12th Feb 2022
Run 960
DFL

